LAMBOXAPES.ART

ABOUT US
We are a diamond handed ape community who believes every ape should have a nice
ride. We wanted to bring a unique type of NFT. We decided to go with Lambos because
of the multiple applications a vehicle can be applied to in the real world but also in the
virtual world. Lambos have also stood for a symbol of success among the crypto
community. #wenlambo
The idea of Apes rose to popularity over the last 2 years and we believe that describes
the unity of people for a common purpose. The diamond hand ape community spans over
multiple markets but stands for one cause and that’s the little guy.

APE CLUB STORE
Only XRP will be accepted for store purchases. Item is only a example of the product.
Items will be made available 2022
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LXA TOKEN
Each $LXA token represents (1) NFT.
The thought process behind the Lambo NFT was to create a multi-functional project. A
high-valued speculative token or a NFT that provides entertainment and value to its
holder.
If you would like to purchase $LXA. Follow the simple steps below.

STEP
1

Download Xumm App From App/Play Store

STEP
2

STEP
3

Follow the the Xumm setup instructions

Set up Trustline with LXA

You are now all set to purchase LXA. Within the XUMM App find DEX Trade. Find the
trading pair LXA/XRP & set the base pair to LXA. Set your buy limit or market order and
you’re finished.
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THE OG CLUB
The OG Club is an exclusive club that requires the members to hold at least one $LXA to
maintain membership and receive perks.

What are the requirements?
The first step is to establish a trustline with $LXA on the XUMM Wallet app. Next, you
want to head over to DEX such as Sologenic to trade $LXA. OG Club membership is
maintaining a balance of 1 $LXA. After obtaining $LXA, head over to Discord and post a
screenshot in #proof-of-og and a moderator will review it. If it meets the requirement,
you’ll be promoted and gain access to special OG Club channels. Any attempts to cheat
the system will result in automatic disqualification in OG rewards. Such attempts include
having multiple OG accounts, multiple wallet submissions to receive additional rewards,
bot farming, or losing a balance of 1 $LXA.

What are the perks?
The perks of being in the $LXA OG Club start with exclusive OG Club airdrops but that’s
not all! We provide the OG Club with the most up to date information regarding $LXA and
its developmental process. The $NIO token will be available to any holder of 1 $LXA at
the time of the snapshot that’ll occur prior to minting. The snapshot does not have an
announced date to promote genuine holding versus planned pump/dump. In the end, the
OG Club is open to many surprise contests such as questionnaires pertaining to the
project. We appreciate our supporters and will reward them for it.
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OG WHALE CLUB
The $LXA Whale Club will be given various opportunities to gain more value.

What are the requirements?
The $LXA Whale Club requires that you maintain a balance of 10 $LXA.

What are the perks?
he $LXA Whale Club will receive early access to the beta AR application. $LXA Whales
will gain the ability to vote on important events that’ll occur within the project. $LXA
Whale rewards will evolve as the project progresses as these are the true supporters and
our most valuable Lambo Art Collectors.
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AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATION
The augmented reality application will be released in stages. At the final stage of our
augmented reality application, you will be able to display your minted NFT in the real
world. The fully developed application will allow its user to sign in with their Xumm wallet.
The application will have photo and video animation functionality.
The Metaverse is in developmental stages. Currently there are no frontrunners, meaning
that building on any application is not fully stable. We chose to utilize the augmented
reality application because it can be further developed and built on now, providing the
foundation for transitioning to the metaverse.
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L3X FUSION TOKENS
What does it do?

Total Supply:
100
L3X

Total Supply:
150
L3X1

Total Supply:
250
L3X2

There are only 100 L3X, 150 L3X1 and 250 L3X2 Tokens that will ever be used as IOU’s
for minting an NFT Character based Lambo (Fusion Mint). These 500 are broken down
into three (3) separate collections.
See the L3X Collection size chart for each generation.
Gen 0 is the only collection to be released at this time.
Announcements will be made in the future for Gen 1 and 2.
The L3X Fusion will be a combined NFT that includes your NFT Lambo and a character
based NFT that you own and choose. Our artist will then fuse the NFT’s together.
Metadata will also be provided to show that it came from the original NFT collection and
any other pertinent information. Owners of the L3X token, and NFT characters, are
responsible for receiving any original art work elements, if needed, from their NFT
character’s original artist.
Once XLS20D has begun, an atomic swap function will be written into smart contracts so
that anytime you want to switch between the character and the lambo you can do so
automatically. An example of this would be in a Metaverse where you are walking
around and then want to drive your lambo. You would go to the garage and “swap” your
character NFT for your Lambo Character. Then you could swap back to just your
character when you are finished driving, racing, gaming. It is the intent that both NFT’s
will always be owned by the same person. So when you decide to sell your Character
NFT and your Lambo Character NFT that they will both be sold together.

How to get L3X?
Initially L3X was released to the community at an exchange rate of 3 LXA per 1 L3X
token until the first collection of Gen 0 tokens (100) were distributed. These went
extremely fast because of the rarity of the fusion mint token. A limited supply of Gen 1
and 2 will come at a later date.
You can acquire any of these tokens that people are wishing to sell or trade off of the
DEX market. The value of these tokens is based on market demand and trading pairs.
off the DEX.
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NITRO ($NIO) TOKEN
NIO Requirements?
First yr. supply: 3,650,000 $NIO
3.65M
First Year

XRP Address holding at least 1 $LXA or L3X token
Trustline set up to $NIO with that same
address.

2,000 $NIO = 1 OG APE
OG APES Supply 2,000 NFTs

Full 5 yr. supply: 18,250,000 $NIO
18.25M
Full Total Supply

Nitro will give LXA/L3X holders the ability to exchange for our newest NFT collection
where will be releasing previews soon. This NFT will be the Special LamboXApe
Operator as well as the operator for any future Creative X vehicle.
Nitro will unlock the LXA exclusive club membership and holders will be granted
access to an exclusive LXA garage on the future metaverse application
You will be able to use Nitro to exchange for LXA limited edition merchandise that will
only be available with Nitro exchange.
Nitro will be able to be used in our future games to unlock rewards, vehicle upgrades
and items, and characters to upgrade your Lambo NFT.
Nitro ($NIO) is a loyalty reward token for holding LXA or any of the L3X Gen Fusion
Tokens. Nitro is the utility token with future metaverse applications and soon to be
redeemable for future project series that are limited

How to earn?
Each LXA holder earns 1 $NIO per day forholding 1 token.
Each L3X holder earns 3 $NIO per day for holding 1 token.
Example:
“James holds 1 $LXA, so he will get 7
$NIO each week”
“If James holds 10 $LXA, he will get 70
$NIO each week”
“If James holds 1 L3X, he will get 21 $NIO each week, because 1 L3X = 3 LXA”

ROADMAP

Q4 2021 Created
LamboXApes.art was Founded
Complete White Paper 1.0
Created XRPL Token
Created social media channels
Started Marketing XRPL NFT's to the
community
Preview of Gen 1 Lambo NFTs
Release of V1.0 of our augmented
reality application
Create a 3D Lambo XRP race car
Hit 5,000 twitter followers
Complete a OG membership airdrop

Q1-Q2 2022
Developing LXA Technology
Expand on marketing outlets
and partnerships
Creation of Generation 2
NFT collection
TBA- Minting of Lambo NFTs

Q2-Q4 2022
Developing LXA Technology
Marketing campaign
LXA AR app.
Exploring technology integration with the Metaverse
Announce our newest NFT collection
Expand on strategic technology partners
LXA AR app. V2.0
Creation of Nitro Reward Token
Creation of L3X fusion Tokens
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(subject to change)
Creation of the LXA Art
Team

TOKENOMICS
$LXA total supply is 10,000
4,000 will be airdrop (40%)
rsXLd9AtvAUrBT8wiZbUzi6sojCfRUjyW5
2,000 tokens are dedicated to marketing and operations. (20%)
rsXLd9AtvAUrBT8wiZbUzi6sojCfRUjyW5
1,500 tokens reserved for partnerships (LOCKED UNTIL MINTING) (15%)
raz21BmYpCTS6dEvpTM7Jm71WZRV4UVeVM
1000 tokens for giveaways (10%)
rsXLd9AtvAUrBT8wiZbUzi6sojCfRUjyW5
1,500 for all founders to HODL (LOCKED TILL MINTING). (15%)
rsXLd9AtvAUrBT8wiZbUzi6sojCfRUjyW5

15%

10%
40%

15%

20%
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